Camgear OB Heavy-Duty Tripod
SKU: CMG-OBHD-AL-TRIPOD
EAN: 8718591676727

- Single stage flat base heavy-duty aluminum tripod.
- Very sturdy construction, high torsion rigidity, it ensures rock solid base for heavy cameras. It is an ideal solution for outside broadcasting and studio application.
- The built-in bubble and tripod leg scaling provide simple and precise levelling.
- It supports all common flat base heads, including Mitchell fitting, which do not require any adapters.

Optional Accessories

- Camgear Dolly XL
  SKU: CMG-DOLLY-XL

- Camgear Cine Ground Spreader GS-3
  SKU: CMG-GROUNDSPRDR-3

- Camgear Heavy-Duty Ground Spreader GS-4
  SKU: CMG-GROUNDSPRDR-4

Product Information

Camgear OB Heavy-Duty Tripod
SKU: CMG-OBHD-AL-TRIPOD
EAN: 8718591676727

- Payload: 170 kg / 308 lbs
- Head Fitting: Flat base, Mitchell
- Construction: Single Stage
- Material: Aluminum
- Height with Mid spreader: 13.24 kg / 29.2 lbs
- Weight: 78-135 cm / 30.7-53.1 inch
- Transport Length: 82 cm / 32.3 inch

Single stage flat base heavy-duty aluminum tripod.

- Very sturdy construction, high torsion rigidity, it ensures rock solid base for heavy cameras. It is an ideal solution for outside broadcasting and studio application.
- The built-in bubble and tripod leg scaling provide simple and precise levelling.
- It supports all common flat base heads, including Mitchell fitting, which do not require any adapters.
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